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DETAILED ACTION

1. This action is responsive to Amendment filed on 28 February 2005. Claims 1-10 are

pending in this Office Action.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§ 102

2. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by another filed

in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent granted on an application for

patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent, except that an

international application filed under the treaty defined in section 35 1(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this

subsection of an application filed in the United States only if the international application designated the United

States and was published under Article 21(2) of such treaty in the English language.

3. Claims 1-10 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Castelli et al

("Castelli", US 6,122,628).

As per claim 1, Castelli discloses a computer-implemented method of incrementally

updating precision and recall curves in a k nearest neighbor database, said database including

original documents, categories, category assignments for the original documents, and category

scores for the original documents, the method including:

retaining for the original documents a list of their m nearest neighbors and corresponding

similarity scores, wherein m>k (Castelli, col 1 1, lines 54-66, "let k be the desired number of

nearest neighbors to a template in a database ofN elements ... a user typically requests a number

of returned results greater than k. Let n be the number of returned results greater than k , . .");

adding or deleting one or more original documents and their category assignments

(Castelli, col. 15, lines 1 1-19, "if the k-nearest neighbor set (1009) is not empty at the beginning
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of step 1007, then the intra-cluster search logic, in step 1007 updates the k-nearest neighbor set

when an element is found whose mismatch index 5^ is smaller than the largest of the indexes

currently associated with elements in the k-nearest neighbor set (1009). The k-nearest neighbor

set can be updated by removing the element with largest mismatch index 6^ from the k-nearest

neighbor set (1009) and substituting the newly found element for it");

identifying the documents influenced by the adding or deleting (Castelli, col. 15, line 3 -

col. 16, line 67);

updating one or more category scores of the influenced documents (Castelli, col. 15, line

3 - col. 16, line 67); and

computing precision and recall curves for the categories having updated category scores

(Castelli, col. 11, line 65 - col. 12, line 67, precision = E(c)/n, recall = E(c)/k).

As per claim 2, Castelli discloses a computer-implemented method of incrementally

updating precision and recall curves in a k nearest neighbor database, said database including

original documents, categories, category assignments for the original documents, and category

scores for the original documents, the method including:

retaining for the original documents a list of their m nearest neighbors and corresponding

similarity scores, wherein m>k (Castelli, col. 11, lines 54-66);

adding or deleting one or more category assignments to one or more original documents

(Castelli, col. 15, line 3 - col. 16, line 67);

updating category scores of the documents influenced by the adding or deleting of one or

more category assignments, for at least the categories to which the category assignments were

added or deleted (Castelli, col. 15, line 3 - col. 16, line 67); and
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computing precision and recall curves for the categories having updated category scores

(Castelli, col. 1 1, line 65 - col. 12, line 67, precision = E(c)/n, recall = E(c)/k).

As per claim 3, Castelli discloses a computer-implemented method of incrementally

adding category assignments to particular original documents in a k nearest neighbor database,

said database including original documents, categories, category assignments for the original

documents, and category scores for the original documents, the method including:

retaining for the original documents a first list of their k nearest neighbors and

corresponding similarity scores (CasteUi, col. 4, hne 55 - col. 5, line 11, col. 13, hne 66 - col.

14, line 19);

retaining for the original documents a second Ust of m-k additional nearest neighbors and

corresponding similarity scores (Castelli, col. 1 1, Unes 54-66);

adding one or more category assignments for one or more particular original documents

(CasteUi, col 15, line 3 - col. 16, line 67);

computing category scores for the particular original documents and a predetermined

number of nearest neighbors of the particular original documents, for those categories to which

the category assignments are added, based on the retained similarity scores (Castelli, col. 15, Une

3 - col. 16, line 67); and

computing precision and recall curves for the categories to which the category

assignments are added (Castelli, col. 1 1, line 65 - col. 12, line 67, precision = E(c)/n, recall =

E(c)/k).

As per claim 4, Castelli discloses a computer-implemented method of incrementally

adding one or more documents to a k nearest neighbor database, said database including original
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documents, categories, category assignments for the original documents,, and category scores for

the original documents, the method including:

retaining for the original documents a first Ust of their k nearest neighbors and

corresponding similarity scores (Castelli, col. 4, line 55 - col. 5, line 11, col. 13, line 66 - col.

14, line 19);

retaining for the original documents a second list of m-k additional nearest neighbors and

corresponding similarity scores (Castelli, col. 11, lines 54-66);

adding one or more documents; calculating similarity scores between the added

documents, and the added and original documents; modifying the retained first and second

nearest neighbor lists for a predetermined number of nearest neighbors of the added documents;

adding category assignments for the added documents; computing one or more category scores

for the added documents and the predetermined number of nearest neighbors of the added

documents, based on the retained and calculated similarity scores (Castelli, col. 15, line 3 - col.

16, line 67); and

computing precision and recall curves for the categories to which the category

assignments are added (Castelli, col. 1 1, line 65 - col. 12, line 67, precision = E(c)/n, recall =

E(c)/k).

As per claim 5, Castelli discloses a computer-implemented method of incrementally

deleting category assignments from particular documents in a k nearest neighbor database, said

database include original documents, category, category assignments for the original documents,

and category scores for the original documents, the method including:
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retaining for the original documents a first list of their k nearest neighbors and

corresponding similarity scores (Castelli, col 4, line 55 - coL 5, line 11, col. 13, Une 66 - col.

14, line 19);

retaining for the original documents a second Ust of m-k additional nearest neighbors and

corresponding similarity scores (Castelli, col. 11, Unes 54-66);

deleting or deleting one or more category assignments for one or more particular original

documents; computing category scores for the particular original documents and a predetermined

number of nearest neighbors of the particular original documents, for those categories to which

the category assignments are deleted, based on the retained similarity scores (Castelli, col. 15,

line 3 - col. 16, line 67); and

computing precision and recall curves for the categories to which the category

assignments are deleted (Castelli, col. 11, line 65 - col. 12, line 67, precision = E(c)/n, recall =

E(c)/k).

As per claim 6, Castelli discloses a computer-implemented method of incrementally

deleting documents from a k nearest neighbor database, said database including original

documents, categories, category assignments for the original documents, and category scores for

the original documents, the method including:

retaining for the original documents a first list of their k nearest neighbors and

corresponding similarity scores (Castelli, col 4, line 55 - col. 5, line 11, col. 13, line 66 - col.

14, line 19);

retaining for the original documents a second list of m-k additional nearest neighbors and

corresponding similarity scores (CastelU, col. 11, lines 54-66);
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deleting one or more of the original documents and corresponding category assignments

from the database; deleting the deleted documents from the retained first and second nearest

neighbor lists for a predetermined number of nearest neighbors of the deleted documents;

computing one or more category scores for a predetermined number of nearest neighbors of the

deleted documents, based on the retained similarity scores (Castelli, col. 15, line 3 - col. 16, line

67); and

computing precision and recall curves for the categories in which the deleted documents

had category assignments (Castelli, col. 11, line 65 - col. 12, line 67, precision = E(c)/n, recall =

E(c)/k).

As per claim 7, Castelli discloses a computer-implemented method of incrementally

adding category assignments to particular original documents in a k nearest neighbor database,

said database including original documents, categories, category assignments for the original

documents, and category scores for the original documents, the method including:

retaining for the original documents a first list of their k nearest neighbors and

corresponding similarity scores (Castelli, col. 4, line 55 - col. 5, line 11, col. 13, Une 66 - col.

14, line 19);

creating an influence list of original documents having a particular original document

among their k nearest neighbors (Castelli, col. 1 1, lines 54-66);

adding one or more category assignments for one or more particular original documents;

identifying influenced original documents from the influence list for the particular original

documents to which the category assignments are added; computing category scores of the

influenced original documents and of the particular original documents, for those categories to
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which the category assignments are added, based on the retained similarity scores (Castelli, col.

15, line 3 - col. 16, line 67); and

computing precision and recall curves for the categories to which the category

assignments are added (Castelli, col. 1 1, Hne 65 - col. 12, line 67, precision = E(c)/n, recall =

E(c)/k).

As per claim 8, Castelli discloses a computer-implemented method of incrementally

adding one or more documents to a k nearest neighbor database, said database including original

documents, categories, category assignments for the original documents, and category scores for

the original documents, the method including:

retaining for the original documents a first list of their k nearest neighbors and

corresponding similarity scores (CasteUi, col. 4, Hne 55 - col. 5, line 11, col. 13, line 66 - col. 14,

line 19);

creating an influence list of those original documents having certain original documents

among their k nearest neighbors (Castelli, col. 1 1, lines 54-66);

adding one or more documents to the database; calculating similarity scores between the

added documents, and the added and original documents; updating the retained first list of k

nearest neighbors to include the added documents; updating the influence list to include the

added documents; adding category assignments for the added documents; computing one or

more category scores of the added and original documents influenced by the category

assignments, based on the retained and calculated similarity scores (Castelli, col. 15, line 3 - col.

16, line 67); and
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computing precision and recall curves for the categories to which the category

assignments are added (Castelli, col. 1 1, hne 65 - col. 12, Hne 67, precision = E(c)/n, recall =

E(c)/k).

As per claim 9, Castelli discloses a computer-implemented method of incrementally

deleting category assignments from particular documents in a k nearest neighbor database, said

database including original documents, categories, category assignments for the original

documents, and category scores for the original documents, the method including:

retaining for the original documents a first list of their k nearest neighbors and

corresponding similarity scores (CastelU, col. 4, line 55 - col. 5, line 1 1, col. 13, Une 66 - col. 14,

line 19);

creating an influence list of those original documents having certain original documents

among their k nearest neighbors (Castelli, col. 11, lines 54-66);

deleting one or more category assignments for one or more particular original documents;

identifying influenced original documents from the influence list for the particular original

documents from v^hich the category assignments are deleted; computing category scores of the

influenced original documents and of the particular original documents for those categories from

which the category assignments are deleted, based on the retained similarity scores (Castelli, col.

15, Hne 3 - col. 16, line 67); and

computing precision and recall curves for the categories from which the category

assignments are deleted (Castelli, col. 1 1, line 65 - col 12, line 67, precision = E(c)/n, recall =

E(c)/k),
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As per claim 10, Castelli discloses a computer-implemented method of incrementally

deleting one or more documents to a k nearest neighbor database, said database including

original documents, categories, category assignments for the original documents, and category

scores for the original documents, the method including:

retaining for the original documents a first hst of their k nearest neighbors and

corresponding similarity scores (Castelli, col. 4, line 55 - col. 5, line 11, col. 13, line 66 - col, 14,

line 19);

retaining for the original documents a second list of m-k additional nearest neighbors and

corresponding similarity scores (Castelli, col. 11, lines 54-66);

creating an influence list of those original documents having certain original documents

among their k nearest neighbors (Castelli,- col. 4, line 55 - col. 5, line 1 1, col. 11, lines 54-66, col.

13, line 66 - col. 14, line 19);

deleting one or more documents from the database and corresponding category

assignments; updating the retained first and second lists ofm nearest neighbors to delete the

deleted documents; updating the influence list to delete the deleted documents; computing one or

more category scores of the original documents influenced by the deleted documents, based on

the retained similarity scores (Castelli, col. 15, line 3 - col. 16, Hne 67); and

computing precision and recall curves for the categories in which the deleted documents

had category assignments (Castelli, col, 11, line 65 - col. 12, line, 67, precision = E(c)/n, recall =

E(c)/k),
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Response to Arguments

4. Applicant's arguments filed on 28 February 2005 have been fully considered but they are

not persuasive.

5. In response to applicant's arguments, the recitation "a k nearest neighbor database, said

database including original documents, categories, category assignments for the original

documents and category scores for the original documents" has not been given patentable v^eight

because the recitation occurs in the preamble. A preamble is generally not accorded any

patentable weight where it merely recites the purpose of a process or the intended use of a

structure, and where the body of the claim does not depend on the preamble for completeness

but, instead, the process steps or structural Hmitations are able to stand alone. See In re Hirao,

535 F.2d 67, 190 USPQ 15 (CCPA 1976) and Kropa v. Robie, 187 F,2d 150, 152, 88 USPQ 478,

481 (CCPA 1951).

Conclusion

6. THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR 1. 136(a) will be calculated fi-om the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,
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however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing

date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Chongshan Chen whose telephone number is (571) 272-403 1.

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Friday (8:00 am - 4:30 pm).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, John Breene can be reached on (571) 272-4107. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Information regarding the status of an appUcation may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or PubUc PAIR. Status information for unpublished

appUcations is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct,uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).
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Chongshan Chen
May 11, 2005


